
Rediscover your inspiration and find your
muse…
Fundo Laguna Blanca - the perfect place to recharge your batteries in a creative way - for musicians,
painters, authors, sculptors and wood carvers.

CURACAUTIN, ARAUCANIA, CHILE, January 15, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Fundo Laguna Blanca
- the perfect place in the South of Chile to recharge your batteries in a creative way - for musicians,
painters, authors, sculptors and wood carvers. 

Fundo Laguna Blanca, nestled in Chile's only Geopark, Kütralkura, is the perfect place in Southern
Chile to find, or rejuvenate, your artistic inspiration. Whether you are a musician, painter,
photographer, author, sculptor or woodworker - an individual or a group - professional or not; Fundo
Laguna Blanca offers a unique and special environment that will inspire your creativity to new heights.
Let the tranquility and solitude of Mother Nature as well as the Fundo's sustainable, organic
agricultural philosophy help energize, strengthen and rejuvenate your spirit. 
Hike to Laguna Blanca, a pristine naturally spring- and glacer-fed lake, at the base of Tolhuaca
Volcano through fields of wild flowers and ancient volcanic rock; observe the rare and ancient
Araucaria trees that only grow in this region in the south of Chile; explore areas that you can only see
by horseback; play your musical favorites on the fabulous Grotian-Steinweg baby grand piano; and/or
learn about the agriculture and forestry philosophy by participating in some of the daily activities with
the Fundo Team. What better recipe is there to help you create your next masterpiece?! Visual artists
may use raw material from the property to create their unique visual expressions.
At Fundo Laguna Blanca you can discover solitude and remoteness, but also integrate yourself into
the team of agriculture and forestry or discover and feel own new competencies. 
You can spend your time in a shared house with up to 8 people, have your own private room at the
Lodge or also have a private apartment. Preparing the meals together with the mostly international
staff of Fundo Laguna Blanca or be our guest and put our healthy food and fine dining to the test in
our antique German-style furnished restaurant “El Momento”. 
To connect yourself, to get to know other interesting people and by this way find a way to yourself, that
is what you can experience here. By meeting the agriculturist, the horse whisperer and the horses,
you get a mirror of your soul and recognize your own energy.  
Be open, take everything in and use what you see and feel for your own creations. We want you to get
to know the perfection of nature and the imperfection of human kind. “Creative Vacations on a farm”
you would say in English, here in Chile it is called “Vacaciones creativas en el Fundo”.  
We welcome everyone who wants to find his true muse!
If you leave one of your artworks at Fundo Laguna Blanca that you created while visiting, or perform a
musical concert that was inspired by your visit before you leave, you will receive a discount of 30% off
of your entire stay. There are more discounts available for people who would like to help us on our
Fundo in the field of handicraft, agriculture or forestry.
A special host family is looking forward to meeting special guests!
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Ecológico Lodge – Aventura
Agricultura – Silvicultura - Energética
Casilla 4, Camino Laguna Blanca km14
Curacautin/Araucania/Chile
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